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ABSTRACT
Recently, Chen et al. proposed the first non-delegatable certificateless strong designated verifier signature
scheme and claimed that their scheme achieves all security requirements. However, in this paper, we disprove their
claim and present a concrete attack which shows that their proposed scheme is forgeable. More precisely, we show that
there exist adversaries who are able to forge any signer's signature for any designated verifier on any message of his
choice.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
In 2003, certificateless cryptography [1] was brought forth to combine advantages of traditional public key
cryptography (PKI) and identity based cryptography [2] while avoiding the certificate management and the key escrow
problems, simultaneously.
In certificateless cryptography, the private key of a user is divided into two parts. The first part, called partial
private key, is generated by a key generator center (KGC) and the second part, called secret value, is chosen by the user
himself and remains secret to the KGC. Using this secret value and the KGC's public parameters, the user computes and
publishes his public key.
Depending on which part of the private key is compromised, two types of adversaries are considered in
analyzing the security of a certificateless scheme [1]: a type 1 adversary A1 who does not have access to the master
secret key but can replace the public key of any entity with another value of his choice (and as a consequence has access
to the secret value corresponding to any user) and a type 2 adversary A 2 who has access to the master secret key but
cannot replace public keys.
The first certificateless signature (CLS) scheme was proposed by Al-Riyami and Paterson in 2003 [1]. After that,
a vast number of signature schemes were proposed in certificateless cryptography [3-12]. In all the above mentioned
CLS schemes, the validity of generated signatures can be checked by anyone using the signer's public key. However, in
some practical applications such as electronic voting, electronic tenders and electronic auctions, public verification and
non-repudiation properties of signatures are not desired. In such situations, the notion of designated verifier signature
(DVS) [13] can be used in which,
1) only the designated verifier is able to verify the validity of a signature; and
2) the designated verifier cannot convince anyone else of the authenticity of this signature since the
designated verifier himself can generate a signature which is indistinguishable from the one generated
by the signer.
The first certificateless DVS (CLDVS) scheme was proposed by Huang et al. [14] in 2006. Unfortunately,
according to [15], Huang et al.'s scheme is insecure against malicious KGC attacks. In [16], the authors proposed an
efficient CLDVS scheme based on bilinear paring. In order to obtain more efficiency in terms of computational costs, in
[17], He and Chen proposed another CLDVS that does not rely on bilinear pairing. In [18], the authors proposed a
certificateless short DVS scheme and claimed that it achieves all the security requirements. However, in [19], it is
shown that this scheme is vulnerable to key-compromise and malicious KGC attacks. In [20], Yang et al. proposed a
certificateless strong DVS (CLSDVS) scheme. Compared to ordinary DVS schemes, in strong DVS schemes, the
designated verifier's secret key must be used in the verifying phase [21]. Recently, Chen et al. [22] noticed that none of
the existing DVS schemes in certificateless cryptography provide non-delegatability property. In a non-delegatable
DVS scheme neither the signer nor the designated verifier are able to delegate their signing rights to any third party
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without revealing their secret keys [23]. The authors further proposed the first non-delegatable CLSDVS scheme and
claimed that their scheme achieves all the security requirements, i.e., unforgeability, source hiding and nondelegatability. However, in this paper, we disprove their claim and show that their scheme is forgeable. More
specifically, by providing a concrete attack, we show that in Chen et al.'s scheme a type 1 adversary, considered in
certificateless cryptography, is able to forge any signer's signature for any designated verifier on any arbitrary message.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review Chen et al.'s non-delegatable CLSDVS
scheme. In Section 3, we demonstrate that their scheme is not unforgeable contrary to what is claimed. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 4.
2. Review of Chen et al.'s non-delegatable CLSDVS scheme
In this section, we review Chen et al.'s non-delegatable CLSDVS scheme proposed in [22]. In the rest of this
paper, we use the same notations as in [22].
Chen et al.'s scheme consists of the following algorithms:
Setup: Performed by the KGC.
 Input: The security parameter k .
 Process:
o Chooses two random values a, b  Z p where, p is a large prime and uses the chosen values

o

E.
k
Chooses two groups G and GT with the same prime order q greater than 2 , where G is a
subgroup of the group of the points on an elliptic curve E .
Chooses a generator P of G .
Chooses a bilinear map e : G G  GT .

o

Chooses cryptographic hash functions

to define the curve
o
o

H 1 :{0,1}  G , H 2 :{0,1} G  G and

H 3 : G GT  Z q .
s  Z q .
Output: The master secret key s which will be secured by the KGC and the system parameters
params  (q ,G ,GT ,e , P , H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ) which will be published.
o



Chooses a random value

Partial-Private-Key-Extract: Performed by the KGC.
 Input: params , the master secret key s and an identity


Process:
o Computes
o

Computes

ID i corresponding to a user i .

Qi  H 1 (IDi ) .
S i  sQi .



Output: The partial private key



Process:

S i which will be sent securely to the user i .
Set-Secret-Value: Performed by each user i .
 Input: params .
o

Selects a random value



Output:



Process:
o Sets

x i  Z q as the user's secret value.

x i which will be secured by the user i .
Set-Private-Key: Performed by each user i .
 Input: params , i 's partial private key S i and his secret value x i .



Output:



Process:

sk i  (x i , S i ) .

sk i which will be secured by the user i .
Set-Public-Key: Performed by each user i .
 Input: params and i 's secret value x i .
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o


Computes

pk i  x i P as the user's public key.

pk i which will be published.

Output:

Sign: Performed by a signer

.

sk  (x , S ) , the designated verifier's identity ID and
params
his public key pk , and a message m .



Input:



Process:

, the signer's private key

o

Chooses two random values

o

Computes

r , l  Z q .
Q  H 1 (ID ) ,
A  lP ,
C 0  rP ,

C1  H 2  m , A  ,

C  C 0  C 1  c x , c y  ,
v  l  cx x ,
R  rpk ,


Output:

  (C ,v ,  )

  H 3 (R , e (S ,Q )) .
as

's signature on the message

Verify: Performed by the designated verifier


Input: The signer's identity



Process:
o Computes

m for the designated verifier

.

.

ID and his public key pk , the designated verifier's private key
sk  (x , S ) , a message m and a signature   (C  (c x , c y ),v ,  ) .
Q  H 1 (ID ) ,

A   vP  c x pk ,
C 1  H 2 (m , A  ) ,
C 0  C  C 1 ,
R   x C 0 ,

   H 3 (R  , e (Q , S )) .
 Output: True if    and False otherwise.
3. Cryptanalysis of Chen et al.'s scheme
In [22], Chen et al. claimed that their scheme is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message
attacks. However, in this section, we disprove their claim and show that a type 1 adversary of certificateless
cryptography (explained in Section 1 and called A1 ) can violate the unforgeability of their scheme against adaptive


chosen message attacks. More precisely, given a message

A1 is able to forge
's partial private key ( S ).

for a designated verifier
knowing

Theorem 1. Let

,

's signature for

be a signer with identity

ID

Suppose that a type 1 adversary
with identity

m and its corresponding signature generated by a signer

who uses Chen et al.'s non-delegatable CLSDVS scheme.

A1 has access to a message m and

ID . Then, A1 is able to forge

on any new message of his choice, without

's signature for

's signature on

m for a designated verifier

on any new message
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m  of his choice.

Proof.
Let   (C ,v ,  ) be
Chen et al.'s scheme, the signature

's signature on



m for the designated verifier

. According to the Sign algorithm of

is constructed as follows:

Q  H 1 (ID ) ,
A  lP ,
C 0  rP ,

C1  H 2 m , A  ,

C  C 0  C 1  c x , c y  ,

v  l  cx x ,
R  rpk ,

  H 3 (R , e (S ,Q )) ,
where

l , r  Z q are random values that are unknown to A1 . By using  , A1 is able to compute

C 0  C  H 2 (m ,vP  c x pk ) . Note that the computation of C 0 does not require any private key and it can be
done by anyone using the known values. Now, to forge

's signature for the designated verifier

on a new massage

m , A1 uses the values C 0 and  and proceeds as follows:


[1]. Chooses
[2]. Sets

l   Z q and computes A   l  P .

C 0  C 0 .

[3]. Computes

C 1  H 2 (m  , A  ) ,

C   C 0  C 1  (c x , c y ) ,
v   l   c x x .

  .




[5]. Outputs   (C ,v ,  )
[4]. Sets
Note that

as

's signature on message

m  for the designated verifier

.

A1 is a type 1 adversary of certificateless cryptography and can get access to the secret key of any

user. It can be easily verified that the forged signature  is a valid signature of
on m for the designated verifier
.
4. Conclusion
Recently, Chen et al. proposed the first certificateless strong designated verifier signature (CLSDVS) scheme
with non-delegatability property. However, in this paper, we show that their scheme does not achieve unforgeability
which is the fundamental security requirement of a signature scheme. Therefore, proposing a non-delegatable CLSDVS
scheme is still an open problem and needs further attention.
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